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Abstract 

The 17th century painting Madonna della Cesta by Rubens and its presumed textile reproduction created by Févère for 

the House of Medici were analysed in comparison. A number of non-invasive optical techniques were applied with the 

aim to identify similarities and differences between tapestry and painting, in order to shed light on a possible link 

between their respective authors. The use of a multi-analytical approach proved effective for the acquisition of 

iconographic, morphological, structural, and compositional information for a comprehensive characterization of the two 

artworks. While serving as relevant support for documentation and conservation purposes, data so obtained also provide 

evidence of the uncanny resemblance between the two artworks, and specifically suggest the use by Févère of the same 

large-scale preparatory drawing (carton) realized by Rubens for his oil painting.  
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1. Introduction  

During the Renaissance period the manufacture of tapestries flourished throughout Europe, as these artworks 

increasingly served as indicators of political and cultural status ‒ mainly because of the precious materials they were 

made of and their overall production costs. Tapestry manufacture peaked in Florence in the second half of the sixteenth 

century during the reign of Cosimo I, under the influence of Flemish artisans Nicholas Karcher and Jan Rost. Their 

working technique relied primarily on the horizontal weaving of threads on low-warp looms (basse-lisse), which 

drastically reduced production time and costs [1]. Tapestry manufacture intensified over the following 80 years in order 

to address an increasing market demand, which revolved around tapestries functional rather than decorative value. At 

this point, a further technical innovation was introduced by French weaver Pietro Févère (also known as Pierre Le 

Fevre), who was appointed chief tapestry master in 1630 by the Grand Duke of Tuscany, Ferdinando II de' Medici. 

Févère perfected the use of vertical looms (haute-lisse), which allowed for greater accuracy and higher quality, but at 

the same time required longer production times compared to horizontal weaving techniques. Févère’s artworks were 

matched only by his rival Pietro van Asselt’s production, and soon the two monopolised the tapestry market, each 

claiming the superiority of their respective weaving methods [2]. Such claims, however, are considered unsubstantial 
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today, since there is no recognizable difference in the texture or conservation of textiles made with haute or basse lisse, 

as witnessed by the tapestry series The Seasons (1640-1643), which was jointly manufactured by both Févère and van 

Asselt, based on model paintings by Michelangelo Cinganelli, and now property of the Province of Siena. More 

specifically, the Autumn and Summer Seasons, weaved by Févère with the vertical loom, and the Spring and Winter 

Seasons, weaved by van Asselt with the low loom, display no evident difference except for the selection of colours and 

materials. While Févère used to combine wool with silk and enhance the spatial layout of his scenes with abundant 

golden silver and vibrant tone contrasts, van Asselt used mostly wool for the background, which resulted in flattened, 

theatre-backdrop-like spaces with less vivid colours.  

It was in those same years that weaving artists started to use large-scale preparatory drawings or paintings, named 

cartons, which introduced significant innovations in the way tapestry subjects and scenes were represented, eventually 

turning these decorative fabrics into fully-fledged textile paintings. Italian mannerists Pontormo, Bronzino, and Salviati, 

authored such exquisite cartons, which were soon considered artworks in their own right, and as such preserved and 

restored in case of damage [1]. At European level, tapestry manufacture was greatly influenced by Peter Paul Rubens’ 

work, whose sketches and oil-painted cartons depicted the entire design of tapestries, from the use of colour, to the 

distribution of light and shadow, and were then faithfully reproduced in wool and silk [3]. 

Scientific diagnostics currently conducted on tapestries focus on the identification of organic dyes used for textile 

colouring [4,5]. Colorants’ high sensitivity to light represents one of the main causes of tapestry deterioration, which is 

why tapestry degradation processes are investigated by means of non-invasive spectroscopic techniques prior and as 

support to restoring interventions [6,7]. As regards textile characterization, near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has been 

successfully applied to fabrics’ identification and mapping analysis [8], specifically aimed at determining textiles’ 

moisture content as potential age-related marker [9]. 

The tapestry analysed in this study was made by Févère between 1652 and 1654 and belongs to a private collection. It is 

believed to be based on Rubens’ 1615 oil painting Madonna della Cesta [Madonna of the Basket], currently displayed 

at the Galleria Palatina in Florence. Although there is no evidence attesting the use of cartons, the resemblance of the 

tapestry and painting motif is uncanny, especially when considering the different substrates composing the two 

artworks. Both artworks were hosted at the Opificio delle Pietre Dure (OPD) for conservation and/or documentation 

purposes. These operations included a series of analyses carried out at the National Research Council - National 

Institute of Optics (CNR-INO) by means of non-invasive optical techniques, such as micrometric characterization of 

superficial and structural morphology through the application of 3D scanning methods (i.e. laser scanning 

microprofilometry [10] and multi-spectral scanning [11,12]), and analysis of constituting materials, such as pigments 

and supports, by means of Spectral Correlation Mapping (SCM) [13], Fibre Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy (FORS) 

[14], and Raman spectroscopy [15]. Since analyses conducted on the tapestry’s structure and morphology may yield 

useful insights into its production process, they may also highlight the potential influence of other artworks on the 

depicted subjects. To our knowledge, studies investigating the link between a painting and its presumed textile copy are 

unprecedented in the relevant literature. The aim of this study was therefore to apply the multi-analytical approach for a 

comprehensive understanding of both artworks, identifying possible similarities and differences from both iconographic 

and compositional point of view, in order to shed light on the link between their respective authors.  

2. Instruments  

2.1 Multi-spectral Vis-NIR scanning 
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The artworks were examined with a multi-spectral Vis–NIR scanner developed by the INO Heritage Science Group for 

in situ analysis [16,17]. The scanner works in the visible (380 - 750 nm range, 20 - 30 nm spectral resolution) and in the 

near infrared regions (750 - 2500 nm range, 50 - 100 nm spectral resolution), generating single-point spectral data and 

32 high-definition monochromatic images of the analysed surface (16 images in the visible and 16 in the NIR). The 

motorized stage for axial displacement (perpendicular to the painting surface) moves with a step of 250 micron and 

speed of 25 mm/s. The scanner’s autofocus system, based on a high-speed triangulation distance meter and a custom-

made control software, ensures optimal target-lens distance during scanning, which results in a set of perfectly 

superimposing monochromatic images, free from aberrations and metrically correct [18]. 

2.2 Laser scanning microprofilometry  

Morphological analysis was carried out by means of a laser scanning micro-profilometer [19], which was specifically 

developed for measurements on a wide range of materials and surfaces, regardless of their chromatic, reflective, and 

diffusion properties [20,21]. A commercial conoprobe (Optimet, Conoprobe 1000) is set up on the scanning device, 

which is composed of two perpendicularly mounted high-precision motorized linear stages, allowing for measurements 

on a maximum area of 30 × 30 cm2. The profilometer has 1 m axial resolution, 20 m lateral resolution, and 8 mm 

dynamic range. The output is a faithful, high-resolution topographic map of the measured surface, which may be 

displayed either as a 3D model or as a flat image. The latter may be further processed through the application of digital 

filters and rendering techniques, in order to enhance micrometric details and improve their readability. 

2.3 Fibre Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy (FORS) 

FORS spectra were acquired with a Zeiss Multi-Channel Spectrometer (MCS), comprising a MCS521 VIS NIR - 

extended module and a MCS511 NIR 1.7 module with spectral sensitivity set within ranges of 304 - 1100 nm and 950 - 

1700 nm and spectral resolution of 3.2 nm and 6.0 nm, in the visible and IR region, respectively. Three measurement 

points were selected for every sample, with each spectrum averaged over three acquisitions for each measurement, for a 

total of nine acquisitions per point, using a 45°/0° illumination/observation geometry and a 100% reflecting reference 

(Spectralon). The output signal was processed through a dedicated software, providing also CIEL*a*b* coordinates 

with standard D65 illuminant and 2° observer [22].  

2.4 Raman spectroscopy 

Two commercial devices were used for Raman analysis at two different points in time, depending on the availability of 

the analysed artworks. The tapestry was analysed with a BWTEK I-Raman Plus, a portable instrument equipped with a 

laser emitting at a wavelength of 785 nm with 2 cm-1 resolution in the 60-3180 cm-1 range (a range that covers all main 

energy transitions of most molecular systems present in cultural heritage objects). The instrument is equipped with a 

measuring head, including various microscope objectives and a camera collinear with the source, which enables direct 

observation of the analysed area and tailored selection of the most significant pigment or dye grains. 

The painting was analysed with a portable Raman Bruker Bravo Spectrophotometer, equipped with a double excitation 

laser at 785 and 853 nm (Duo LASER™), whose high sensitivity extends across a wide spectral range, from 300 to 

3200 cm-1. The signal acquired from each excitation wavelength is detected by the charge-coupled device (CDD) and 

processed by a dedicated software (OPUS) in two different spectral ranges, 300-2200 cm-1 and 1200- 3200 cm-1, 
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respectively. The device uses a patented fluorescence mitigation algorithm (SSE™, Sequentially Shifted Excitation) 

allowing for the automatic removal of fluorescence, which may otherwise interfere with the Raman signal [23]. 

3. Methods 

3.1 Spectral Correlation Mapping (SCM) 

Spectral data acquired with Vis-NIR scanning were used to compute the spectral correlation mapping (SCM) of both 

artworks’ surfaces, based on similarities between spectral images and reference spectrum [24,25]. SCM relies on the 

spectral correlation function (SCF) algorithm, which allows for the identification of differences between data cubes that 

are otherwise undetectable [13]. SCM represents an improvement of SAM (Spectral Angle Mapper), which calculates 

the angles formed between reference and image spectrum. The latter are treated as vectors in a space with 

dimensionality equal to the number of bands, taking into account the derivative of the Pearsonian Correlation 

Coefficient that eliminates negative correlation, while preserving SAM’s shading effect minimization. 

3.2 3D coloured models 

3D coloured models of selected areas were obtained by merging the topographic maps and RGB images generated by 

the multi-spectral scanner. Given the different spatial sampling used for the acquisition of the topographic maps (50 

m) and the RGB images (250 μm), processing necessarily involved the application of bilinear interpolation to each 

image’s colour information. Point clouds were processed with a Poisson Surface Reconstruction [26] filter in the 

MeshLab© software system [27]. The Mutual information algorithm was used for the registration of colour images in 

an iterative optimization framework [28], whereas colour information data were projected on the 3D meshes, thus 

obtaining a colour per vertex 3D model. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Iconographic analysis - Multi-spectral Vis-NIR scanning 

Correspondence between the depicted subject was observed by superposing the RGB images of Rubens’ painting (Fig. 

1a) and Févère’s tapestry (Fig. 1b), after the images had been reconstructed from VIS channels using standard D65 

illuminant and 2° observer. The natural warping of the tapestry was simulated through the application of an elastic 

image-matching algorithm to the tapestry image. Two-dimensional warping was performed by treating a number of 

preselected portions of the image as nearly rigid objects (central part of the tapestry), while elastically deforming the 

rest of the image (frame). The correspondence observed through the geometrical overlap of the two artworks (Fig. 1c) 

seems to suggest that Fevère did refer to the same large-scale preparatory drawing (carton) used by Rubens for his oil 

painting. As regards the minor differences in the contours of the depicted figures, we believe that they may be attributed 

to the tapestry’s slight deformation, due to its long-time vertical hanging.  
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Fig. 1 Multispectral analysis of Madonna della Cesta oil painting by Rubens (a) and tapestry by Févère (b); superimposition of the 

tapestry motif (in yellow) on Rubens’ painting after elastic transformation (c).  

Figure 2 highlights the only significant difference between the two artworks at preparatory stage, namely a pentimento 

which is only visible in the comparison between the painting and its underpainting: indeed, the NIR image at 1600 nm 

reveals that the basket, cradling Baby Jesus and giving the painting its current name, was initially smaller in size and 

lacking the angel-like decoration detail, which was added in the final version of the painting. Imaging analyses of 

Févère’s tapestry, however, seem to indicate that the size and decoration of the basket were based on the painting rather 

than its preliminary underpainting. The same seems to hold true as regards a detail of St. John’s clothing in the lower 

left corner of the artwork: while it appears to be part of Rubens’ underpainting, it is missing in the painting itself, as 

well as in the tapestry design.  

 

Fig. 2 Multispectral analysis of Madonna della Cesta painting by Rubens (RGB and NIR image) and tapestry by Févère (RGB 

image). 

 

4.2 Structural and morphological analysis 

4.2.1 Multi-spectral Vis-NIR scanning  

Rubens’ wooden panel morphology was analysed as raw structure by means of multi-spectral scanning: the three-

dimensional map of the painting (Fig. 3b) was first acquired through the generation of a set of vertical profiles, which 

were then processed to obtain a low-resolution topographic map of the artwork’s surface. The painting’s 3D map shows 

numerous deformations possibly due to variations of environmental parameters, such as temperature and humidity. The 
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three wooden panels composing the painting’s support may have been subject to different levels of stress, reflected by 

the surface’s undulations and warps, which, in turn, affect its current appearance. Such deformations are quantified by 

the six profiles extracted from the topographic map along the vertical (Fig. 3a) and horizontal planes (Fig. 3c), and are 

highlighted by green, red, and light blue lines on the map (Fig. 3b). As shown below, the most relevant deformation 

peaks at a height of about 10 mm on the first and third panel, both vertically and horizontally, whereas the central panel 

displays a nearly flat surface. 

 

Fig. 3. 3D map of Rubens’ wooden panel painting obtained from the autofocus acquisition of Vis-NIR scanner. 

 

4.2.2 Laser scanning microprofilometry 

Micrometric mapping of the tapestry allowed for a morphological characterization of its fabrics, and, more specifically, 

its warp threads. Textile features were analysed using the three-dimensional data set generated by the laser scanning 

microprofilometer. Quota values of the analysed surface are displayed in dark violet and red on the colour scale (Fig. 

4b) between 0 and 1 mm on the axial direction (Z axis). The texture micrometric shape may be observed in the raking 

light image (Fig. 4c). Thread sizes were measured on a scanning area of 12.5 mm2 (Fig. 4b and c), by extracting 2D 

profiles (YZ axis, Z depth of 0.6 mm) that are orthogonal to the warp (as exemplified in Fig. 4a). Height and width of 

the threads resulted in the ranges of 0.8 - 1.2 mm and 0.2 - 0.6 mm, respectively.  
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Fig. 4 Laser scanning microprofilometry: a) XZ profile showing the threads’ size; b) topographic map displaying quota values in 

colour scale (0-1 mm scale bar); c) raking light b/w image. 

4.2.3 3D coloured models 

When appraising a visible object, the human eye perceives both colour and shape simultaneously. When performing the 

instrumental diagnosis of an artwork, however, 3D and colour acquisition are almost invariably [29] carried out with 

different devices and at different points in time. Indeed, one single output is not exhaustive: the 3D model, albeit 

containing the whole shape information, lacks any reference to the colour appearance, while the colour image cannot 

provide any morphological information. Therefore, only through the overlap of the 3D model, either as point cloud or 

triangulated surface, and the relevant colour image, it is possible to facilitate the interpretation of the results, as well as 

improving the data analysis. The exact correlation between the 3D model and the relevant colour information allows for 

a straightforward identification of the measured features. Figure 5 shows an example of this merging, through which the 

ripple corresponding to any given yarn may be exactly located. A video clip illustrating the whole process is available at 

the link provided below (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. 3D colour model of Févère’s tapestry showing a detail of the flower’s motif (area: 10  10 cm). The rendering can be 

observed in the linked video (link).   
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4.3 Textiles characterization - Fibre Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy (FORS) 

The tapestry was analysed via near infrared spectroscopy to investigate the distribution of silk and wool, which were 

traditionally used by Févère to create shine and matte effects on tapestries, as reported in the literature [3]. Previous 

studies [8] have attested that natural fibres exhibit spectral features in the 2100 - 2400 nm spectral region, which 

correspond to the protein content of silk and wool. More specifically, vibrational features at 2205 nm (4535 cm) and 

2177 nm (4594 cm-1) may be attributed to the -sheet structure of silk and the -helical structure of wool, respectively. 

Overtones in the 1500 - 1600 nm range have also been found to be a useful marker for -sheet and -helix content [9].  

A set of wool and silk samples provided by OPD was used as reference in order to identify the main discriminating 

features of materials weaved in the tapestry. As expected, three absorption features consistent with the proteins' 

secondary structure of wool and silk were detected (Fig. 6a): an absorption at 1507 nm associated with the -helix 

structure of wool, and two narrow absorptions at 1536 and 1575 nm attributed to the amide group of silk’s -sheet. For 

a straightforward differentiation between the two natural fibres, a reflectance value ratio measured at 1507, 1575 and 

1536 nm was used. As displayed in Fig. 6b, the R1536/R1575 ratio shows similar values for silk and wool fibres, whereas 

R1507/R1575 and R1507/R1536 ratios yield different values for each material, thus serving as effective indicative markers to 

overcome the variability of absolute reflectance factor values. In line with the restorers’ indication, the presence of the 

two proteinaceous materials in areas of interest on the tapestry was thus investigated through the acquisition of 65 

reflectance spectra. The above-mentioned ratio values, together with those measured on the reference samples, were 

plotted together (Fig. 6c), resulting in two distinct clusters of data, with silk displayed as blue squares and wool as red 

dots (full for the tapestry and empty for the reference samples). The non-invasive discrimination between wool and silk 

on the tapestry may provide crucial information in case of restoring interventions involving the reconstruction of 

missing parts.  

 

Fig. 6 Near infrared Fibre Optics Reflectance Spectroscopy: a) silk and wool reflectance spectra (blue and red lines, respectively) 

with overtones highlighted at 1507, 1536, and 1575 nm; b) mean values of R1507/R1575, R1507/R1536, R1536/R1575 ratios measured on 

reference samples for silk and wool identification; c) silk and wool clusters based on R1507/R1575 and R1507/R1536 ratios measured on 

tapestry and reference samples. 

 

4.4 Pigments distribution and identification  

Spectral correlation maps (SCM) were computed on the spectral images acquired with the multispectral scanner, in 

order to visualize the distribution of pigments on the painted surface while also indicating similarities and differences in 

the colour palettes used by the two artists. The SCM of the painting and the tapestry are shown in figure 7. Processing 

was performed with a dedicated software, by applying a similarity criterion of similarity between the spectral image and 
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a reference spectrum, extracted from the same Vis-NIR dataset. The comparison is shown in the graph in Fig. 7 and was 

based on six reference spectra, which were extracted in correspondence of red, green, and blue areas selected on both 

artworks (yellow asterisks on the RGB images in Fig. 7). SCMs based on reference spectra 1A and 1B show similarities 

in the distribution of red pigment, which was used for the clothing of the Virgin Mary in both artworks. The same 

pigment was probably used in mixed solution for flesh tones in Rubens’ painting and for the carpet in Févère’s tapestry. 

As evidenced by the SCM 1B, Rubens employed a green pigment in a small portion of the painting for Saint Ann’s 

clothing, whereas Févère used a mixture of blue and yellow dyes to obtain a green hue in a number of areas, as 

confirmed by SCMs 2B and 3B, which are in perfect agreement. Those same areas on the painting show a different 

distribution of blue and green pigments (SCMs 2A, 3A).  

 

Fig. 7. Spectral correlation maps of the painting (SCM 1-3A) and the tapestry (SCM1-3B), computed by selecting three reference 

points (1A, 1B – red; 2A, 2B – green; 3A, 3B - blue) on three areas of interest, shown in the RGB images in the central column. The 

reflectance spectra of each selected point, obtained by multispectral scanning, are reported in the graph on the right.  

 

A preliminary insight into the composition of the pigments and colorants was provided by Raman spectroscopy, which 

revealed that blue colours were realized with indigo and Lapis lazuli in the tapestry and painting, respectively (Fig. 8a 

and b). 
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Fig. 8. Raman spectra acquired on blue portions of the tapestry (a) and painting (b) revealing indigo and lapis lazuli composition, 

respectively. Point of spectra acquisition highlighted in yellow in the RGB images on the right.  

The blue colorant in the tapestry is identified as indigo by the following values: 1573 cm-1 attributed to the stretching of 

conjugated groups C=C, C=O and N-H; 1310 cm-1 due to the stretching of C-H (ν CC ring6 + ρ CH, asym); and 544 

cm- 1 due to bending vibrations involving the central C=C coordinate [30]. The blue pigment in the oil painting was 

identified as Lapis lazuli mainly by 545 cm-1 assigned to the ν1(S3-) symmetric stretching vibration and its overtone 

(3ν1) at 1639 cm-1 [31]. Moreover, the co-presence of indigo is ascertained by bands at 1575, 1310, 1014, 757, 574 cm-1 

[30]. Other Raman lines, often overlapping, in the complex spectrum in Fig. 8b are attributable to white lead (νsym 

(CO3
2-) at 1052 cm-1) and calcite (C–O bond νsym (CO3

2-) at 1086 cm-1 and in-plane bend ν4 at 713 cm-1). The presence 

of metal soaps may be deduced by broad and not well resolved bands at 1460-1410 cm-1 attributable to (CH2), other 

bands at lower wavenumbers (760, 674 cm-1) may be ascribed to (COO) or metal-oxygen vibrations. [32] The aliphatic 

C-H stretching vibrations between 2923 and 2854 cm-1 were observed (not reported), attributable to both metal soaps 

and drying oil [33]. 

5. Conclusions 

A comprehensive analysis of Rubens’ painting and Févère’s tapestry was carried out through the combined application 

of a number of non-invasive techniques, allowing for the acquisition of iconographic, morphological, structural, and 

compositional information.    

The geometric overlap of multi-spectral images provides evidence of the significant iconographic correspondence 

between the two artworks, suggesting that Fevère may have indeed referred to the same carton used by Rubens for his 

oil painting. The only appreciable difference revealed by NIR scanning concerns a detail in the painting at preparatory 
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stage, namely a pentimento, which has no correspondence in the tapestry design at any stage or in the final version of 

Ruben’s work.  

Three-dimensional mapping of the painting surface allowed for the quantification of warps and deformations 

characterizing the painting’s wooden support and affecting its current appearance. The tapestry’s fabrics, and, more 

specifically, the warp threads, were morphological investigated by means of micrometric mapping. Colour information 

combined with the topographic maps resulted in the exact correlation of the measured 3D features with the RGB 

images. Such structural and morphological characterization may prove useful for conservation and restoration purposes.   

The use of silk and wool by Févère to create shine and matte effects was also investigated by means of near infrared 

spectroscopy, based on the detection of overtones of vibrational features in the 1500 - 1600 nm range. The ratio 

between the measured reflectance values in this representative range was used to discriminate between the two 

materials. The identification and distinction of the tapestry’s fabrics is significant, not only for historical documentation 

purposes, but also in view of restoring interventions involving the reconstruction of missing parts. 

Further comparisons included in our analysis focused on pigments distribution, which was investigated by means of 

spectral correlation mapping. Results showed a good correspondence between the two artworks in terms of colour 

distribution of red pigments, while numerous differences were observed as regards the distribution of green and blue 

pigments. More specifically, green areas in Rubens’ painting seem to result from the use of a pure green pigment, while 

Févère’s green is more likely to be a mixture of blue and yellow dyes. Finally, a preliminary analysis of the composition 

of pigments carried out on the blue areas via Raman spectroscopy revealed a further difference, namely the use of 

indigo in the tapestry and Lapis lazuli in the painting. For a full characterization of Rubens and Févère’s palettes further 

analysis is required, in order to identify all pigments and dyes. 
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